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PROGRAMME

24 May

09.00 - 10.00 Registration and coffee

OPENING PLENARY PANEL (ROOM: REFECTORY)

10.00 -10.20 Welcome and Introduction to the WSF Programme

Ellen M. Immergut | EUI

10.20 - 11.50 Keynote Lectures

Mary Daly | University of Oxford

Maurizio Ferrera | Università degli Studi di Milano
FIRST SET OF PANELS

12.00 - 13.30

**THE WELFARE STATE AND THE PUBLIC: SOCIAL RIGHTS, POLITICAL DISCONTENT & POLICY CONSEQUENCES (ROOM: THEATRE)**

Chair: Stefan Svallfors | Swedish Institute of Future Studies & Södertörn University, Stockholm

Matz Dahlberg | 4ls

Ellen M. Immergut | HEALTHDOX

Peter Taylor-Gooby | WelfSOC

Ab Klink | Executive Board of VGZ Health Insurance, Former Dutch Minister of Health, Welfare and Sport

**MIGRANTS’ PORTABILITY OF RIGHTS (SEMINAR ROOM 2)**

Chair: Anna Amelina | TRANSWEL

Jana Fingarova | TRANSWEL
Mobile EU Citizens’ Inequality Experiences: Barriers in Accessing Social Security and the Informal Social Protection Strategies of Bulgarian Movers

Simon Pemberton | UPWEB
Place, Super-Diversity and Welfare Bricolage

Nora Regös | TRANSWEL
Navigating the Labyrinth of Social Security Systems. Experiences of EU migrants with portability of and access to social rights

Jennifer McGarrigle | MobileWelfare
Intra-EU Migration Motivations and Welfare Strategies: Lifestyle and labour migrants between Portugal and the UK

Discussant: Anna Amelina | TRANSWEL

**QUALITY OF LIFE AND REFORM PROCESSES IN THE HEALTH AND LONG-TERM CARE AREA (ROOM: EMEROTECA)**

Chair: Julien Forder | EXCEL

Paula Blomqvist | HEALTHDOX
Reform processes in health and long-term care

Birgit Trukeschitz | EXCEL
A comparison of quality of life outcomes for long-term care service users in Austria, England and Finland

Ismo Linnosma | EXCEL
A comparison of quality of life outcomes for carers of long-term-care service users in Austria, England and Finland

Juliette Malley | EXCEL
The relationship between long-term-care service user and carer outcomes in Austria, England and Finland

Discussants: Mare Ainsaar | HEALTHDOX | LSE/WHO
RESEARCHING AND WORKING WITH FAMILIES WITH COMPLEX NEEDS IN DIFFERENT WELFARE CONTEXTS (SEMINAR ROOM 3)

Chair: Nina Biehal | HESTIA

Lennart Nygren and Sue White | FACSK
Investigating welfare regime typologies: paradoxes, potentialities and pitfalls

Julie Walsh | FACSK
Walking the Walk: changing familial forms, government policy and everyday social workers practice

Evelyn Khoo | FACSK
Doing the ‘Messy’ Work: Social work and the limits of professional discretion in different welfare regimes

Evelyn Khoo | FACSK
Converging and diverging ideas of family in different welfare contexts and areas of social work practice. A cross-national and cross-sectional analysis

Discussants: Hans Grietens and Sabine Walper | HESTIA

POLICY PANEL: REDISTRIBUTION IN A GLOBALISED WORLD (ROOM CAPITOLO)

Chair: Kalle Moene | GiWES

Alexander Hijzen | Senior economist at the Directorate for Employment, Labour and Social Affairs of the Organisation for Economic Co-Operation and Development (OECD)

Fredrik Erixon | European Centre for International Political Economy (ECIPE)

Sigrun Aasland | Agenda Think Tank, Norway

Discussant: Kalle Moene | GiWES

13.30 - 14.30 Light lunch

SECOND PANELS

14.30 - 16.00 NORMATIVE ISSUES, ATTITUDES AND THE POLITICS OF WELFARE (SEMINAR ROOM 2)

Chair: Heejung Chung | WelfSOC

Maria Oskarson | HEALTHDOX
Health care as politics. Politicization of Health care satisfaction in Europe

Thomas de Haan and Cornelius Cappelen | FPRWS
Unemployment in the Lab

Katharina Zimmermann and Jan-Ocko Heuer | WelfSOC
Redistribution reinforced: citizens’ perceptions of welfare conditionality from a multidimensional perspective

Maša Filipovič Hrast, Ellen M Immergut, Tatjana Rakar, Diana Burlacu, Andra Roescu | WelfSOC/HEALTHDOX
Health Care Futures: Visions of Solidarity and the Sustainability of European Health Care Systems

Discussant: Stein Kuhnle | FPRWS
**WELFARE STATE FUTURES IN RELATION TO MIGRATION (THEATRE)**

Chair: **Marcel Lubbers | Mifare**

**Anna Amelina | TRANSWEL**
The Selective European Social Citizenship: Governance, Discourses and Experiences of Social Security Rights in the Cross-Border Space of European Union

**Jenny Phillimore | UPWEB**
Bricolaging for health in superdiverse European neighbourhood

**Helga de Valk | MobileWelfare and Marcel Lubbers | Mifare**
Discussants: **Djamila Schans | Ministry of Justice, Research and Documentation Centre and Arjen Verweij | Senior coordinating research advisor at Ministry of Social Affairs and Employment, Integration Office**

**ROUNDTABLE ON HEALTH POLICY (SALA DEL CAPITOLIO)**

Chair: **Clare Bambra | HiNEWS**

**Martin Schölkopf | Basic Research on Long/Term Care, Federal Ministry of Health, Germany**

**Ann Marie Connolly | Deputy Director, Health Equity and Mental Health, Health Improvement, Public Health England**

Discussants: **Claus Wendt | HiNEWS and Emmanuele Pavolini | Università di Macerata**

**PERSPECTIVES OF CHILDREN AND FAMILIES INVOLVED IN THE CHILD PROTECTION SYSTEM (EMEROTECA)**

Chair: **Nick Frost | Leeds Beckett University**

**Siv Oltedal and Lennart Nygren | FACSK**
*The significance of “family” in child welfare – European and Latin American perspectives*

**Karina Nygren | FACSK**
*What about the fathers? The presence and absence of the father in social work practice in Sweden, Norway, England, and Ireland – a comparative study*

**Mónica López López | HESTIA**
*The voice of the child in child protection decision-making. A cross country comparison of policy and practice*

**Helen Bouma and Hans Grietens | HESTIA**
*Breaking the silence of children in child protection: participation of children in child protection investigations*

Discussants: **Doris Bühler-Niederberger | University of Wuppertal Member of Steering Committee of HESTIA and Dinesh Sethi | World Health Organization**

**GLOBALIZATION, TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGE AND THE LABOR MARKET (SEMINAR ROOM 3)**

Chair: **Catia Montagna | GlobLabWS**
Mareike Ariaans | HiNEWS
Long-term care professionalization and deprofessionalization in Germany and the Netherlands since the 2000s

Christian Dustmann | GIWeS
The winners and losers of technological change

Oddbjørn Raaum | GIWeS
Excess Churn in Integrated Labor Markets

Hassan Molana | GlobLabWS
Comparing Welfare States: Openness, Shocks and Job Recovery

Discussant: Catia Montagna | GlobLabWS

16.00 - 16.30
Coffee break

THIRD PANELS

16.30 - 18.00

MIGRANTS, DESERVINGNESS AND ENTITLEMENTS (SALA DEL CAPITOLO)

Chair: Peter Taylor-Gooby | WelfSOC

Christian Albrekt Larsen | WelfSOC/MIFARE
Things should be how they are. The status-quo-heuristic of public attitudes to migrants’ entitlement to social rights in Germany, the Netherlands and Denmark

Simone Schneider | HEALTHDOX
Do Institutions Matter? Studying the Performance of Health Care Systems from a Migrant’s Perspective

Mathias Nielsen, Morten Frederiksen and Christian Albrekt Larsen | WelfSOC
Migrants’ access to national welfare schemes: Justifying exclusion and inclusion in Germany, UK, Denmark, Norway and Slovenia

Discussants: Jeanette Renema | MIFARE and Bjørn Hvinden | WelfSOC

MIGRANTS’ ACCESS AND ATTITUDES TO HEALTH CARE (EMEROTECA)

Chair: Jenny Phillimore | UPWEB

Ave Roots | HEALTHDOX
Inequality of subsistence and satisfaction with health care in the Baltic countries during and after the economic crisis (2008 – 2014)

Kinga Papiez | TRANSWEL
Polish Migrants’ Practices of Transnational Belonging and Social Citizenship in the UK

Justyna Bell | MobileWelfare
Fluid Social Protection Assemblages Throughout the Life Course: the case of Polish and British migrants in a changing European context

Michi Knecht | UPWEB
Transnational Healthcare Practices in Superdiverse Urban Neighbourhoods –
challenges for welfare state futures

Discussants: Jenny Phillimore | UPWEB and Helga de Valk | MobileWelfare

PUBLIC OPINION, HEALTH SYSTEMS AND HEALTH REFORM (SEMINAR ROOM 3)

Chair: Paula Blomqvist | HEALTHDOX

Karen Anderson | HEALTHDOX
Responsive to whom? Contrasting differentiated policy responsiveness in life-course and labour market risk-related programs

Claus Wendt | HiNEWS
Healthcare System Types: Six Worlds of Healthcare Systems

Tamara Popic, Camilla Devitt and Maria Asensio | HEALTHDOX
The Politics of Healthcare Reforms in Portugal and Ireland in the Context of Crisis

Diana Burlacu | HEALTHDOX
Health policy reforms and public opinion

Discussants: Emmanuele Pavolini | Università di Macerata and Terje Eikemo | HiNEWS

RESPONSES TOWARDS CHILD ABUSE AND NEGLECT: COMPARING POLICIES AND PRACTICES (SEMINAR ROOM 2)

Chair: Nick Frost | Leeds Beckett University

Nina Biehal | HESTIA
Child protection across borders: comparing policy and systems

Laura Miehlbradt and Floor Middel | HESTIA
Differences in investigations in cases of suspected child maltreatment: characteristics of referrals and procedures

Heinz Kindler | HESTIA
Decisions at the end of child protection investigations: varying thresholds for interventions and their relation to policy

Sabine Walper | HESTIA
Child protection between rhetoric and reality

Discussants: Doris Bühler-Niedermeijer | University of Wuppertal and Fred Wulczyn | Chapin Hall at the University of Chicago

GLOBALIZATION, WELFARE STATES AND INEQUALITY (THEATRE)

Chair: Christian Dustmann | GIWeS

Eva Mörk | 4Is
Inequality, well-being and the welfare state

Alexander Cappelen | FPRWS
Fairness and personal responsibility

Kalle Moene | GIWeS
Inequality and the Welfare State

Catia Montagna | GlobLabWS
(De)Globalisation, labour markets, and the Welfare State
Susanne Schmidt | TransJudFare
Transnationalization and the Judicialization of Welfare
Discussant: Alexandra Tzevetkova | EPSC, European Commission

19.00
Dinner

25 May

FOURTH PANELS

09.30 - 10.50

MIGRANTS AND NATIVES ATTITUDES ON WELFARE STATES
(EMEROTECA)
Chair: Morten Frederiksen | WelSOC
Adrienn Gyory | WelSOC
Welfare Debates: What Considerations Affect the Way People Discuss Immigration?

Troels Fage Hedegaard | MIFARE
Class, Context and Culture. Explaining Attitudes to Taxes Among Natives and Migrants in Three European Countries

Jeanette Renema | MIFARE
Immigrants’ Welfare Spending Preferences and the Role of Knowledge about Welfare Access: A Comparative Study among ten Different Immigrant Groups in the Netherlands
Discussant: Christian Albrekt Larsen | WelSOC/MIFARE

MIGRANTS’ KNOWLEDGE AND ATTITUDES ON WELFARE STATE PROVISIONS (SEMINAR ROOM 3)
Chair: Helga de Valk | Mobilewelfare

Verena Seibel | MIFARE
Gender Differences among Immigrants in Attitudes towards the Welfare State

Henrik Andersson | 4Is
Ethnic Enclaves, Self-employment and the Economic Performance of Refugees

Daniel Degen | MIFARE
Attitudes about Fair Taxation. Comparing different immigrant groups in Germany
Discussants: Marcel Lubbers | MIFARE and Helga de Valk | MobileWelfare

HEALTH OUTCOMES, HEALTH INEQUALITIES AND THE FUTURE OF HEALTH CARE SYSTEMS (THEATRE)
Chair: Karen Anderson | HEALTHDOX

Ellen Immergut | HEALTHDOX
Public opinion, regime type and the future of health care systems

Julien Forder | EXCELC
The costs and effectiveness of community-based long-term care

Clare Bambra | HiNEWS
How can welfare states policies reduce health inequalities?
Discussant: Ulrika Winblad | HEALTHDOX and Martin Schölkopf | Basic
Research on Long/Term Care, Federal Ministry of Health, Germany

**ROUND TABLE ON THE FUTURE OF CHILD AND FAMILY WELFARE POLICY (SALA DEL CAPITOLO)**

Chair: **Mónica López López** | HESTIA

**Fred Wulczyn** | Chapin Hall at the University of Chicago

**Dinesh Sethi** | World Health Organization

**Marit Skivenes** | University of Bergen

Discussant: **Nick Frost** | Leeds Beckett University

**WELFARE AND POVERTY IN THE GLOBALIZED WELFARE STATE (SEMINAR ROOM 2)**

Chair: **Eva Mörk** | 4Is

**Ricky Kanaber** | 4Is

*Low income dynamics among ethnic minorities in Great Britain*

**Riccardo Ghidoni** | FPRWS

*Cooperation and discrimination in ethnically diverse groups*

**Daria Popova** | 4Is

*The probability of poverty for mothers after childbirth and divorce in Europe: the role of social stratification and tax-benefit policies*

**Julie Walsh** | FACS

*‘Everyday Bordering’ in the UK: social work decision making processes when working with migrant family members*

Discussant: **Eva Mörk** | 4Is

**FIFTH PANELS**

11.00 - 12.30

**RIGHTS AND RESPONSIBILITIES IN WELFARE (CAPITOLO)**

Chair: **Maria Oskarson** | HEALTHDOX

**Heejung Chung, Maša Filipovič Hrast, and Tatjana Rakar** | WelfSOC

*Provision of Care – Whose Responsibility and Why?*

**Mi Ah Schoyen** and **Bjørn Hvinden** | WelfSOC

*Social Rights and Responsibilities: Public Attitudes Towards the Role of Employment-Based Social Protection in Five European Countries*

**Peter Taylor-Gooby** | WelfSOC

*Moral Economies of the Welfare State: A qualitative comparative study*

**Federica Rossetti** | WelfSOC (Cooperation Partners)

*Who should get what and why? A cross-national, qualitative analysis of distributional discussions among citizens*

Discussant: **Katharina Zimmerman**

**Health Inequalities, Public Legitimacy and Policy Solutions (Seminar Room 2)**

Chair: **Claus Wendt** | HiNEWS
Terje Eikemo | HiNEWS
How to reduce inequalities in health

Juho Härkönen | EUI
Vertical and horizontal educational disparities in smoking in Europe

Simone Schneider and Ellen Immergut | HEALTHDOX
The Role of Health Systems in Legitimating Inequalities in Healthcare

Hanna Bradby | UPWEB
Are national systems of healthcare provision fixable? Unmet healthcare need at local level in diverse neighbourhoods in four European settings

Discussants: Juliette Malley | EXCEL

INTERNATIONAL COMPARISONS OF CHILD AND FAMILY WELFARE POLICY AND RESEARCH (TEATRO)

Chair: Fred Wulczyn | Chapin Hall for Policy research that benefits children, families and their communities at the University of Chicago

Hans Grietens | HESTIA
Comparing child protection systems across borders: Lessons from a three-country comparison

Lennart Nygren | FACS
Social work with families with complex needs in four welfare regimes

Discussant: Marit Skivenes | University of Bergen

REDISTRIBUTION IN THE WELFARE STATE (EMEROTEC)

Chair: Alexander Cappelen | FPRWS

Erling Barth | GIWeS
Taxing the Rich or Insuring the Poor: Motives for supporting the welfare state

Mathias Ekström | FPRWS
Fairness in Winner-Take-All Markets

Joonas Ollonqvist | 4Is
Accounting the effect of tax-benefit changes on income inequality: A new method, with application to income inequality in Finland

Holger Görg | GlobLabWS
Multinational Enterprises and the Welfare State

Discussant: Alexander Cappelen | FPRWS

12.30 - 13.30

FINAL ROUNDTABLE: WELFARE STATE FUTURES (REFETTORIO)

Chair: Brigid Laffan | EUI

Panelist 1: Anton Hemerijck | EUI
Panelist 2: Eva Mörk | 4Is
Panelist 3: Jet Bussemaker | Former Dutch Minister of Education, Culture and Science

Discussant: Ellen M. Immergut | EUI

13.30 - 14.30
Farewell lunch